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Bowel preparation  
and quality of colonoscopy

Franco Radaelli

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is recognized as a significant health problem in both developed and 
developing countries and a major cause of cancer-related morbidity and mortality across the 
globe.1 It represents the third most common cancer worldwide and the second most common 
cause of cancer death, accounting for an estimated 1.8 million new cancer diagnoses and 
>880,000 deaths in 2018.2 Due to its slow progression from detectable precancerous lesions 
and to the much better prognosis of patients diagnosed at early stages, the potential for reduc-
ing the burden of the disease by early detection is significant. Organized screening programs 
are being implemented worldwide, and they have been shown to reduce the CRC-associated 
mortality, although their effectiveness is jeopardized by a multitude of factors, including the 
limitations of test performance, lack of accessibility, and suboptimal screening compliance.3, 4

Though several options are available as alternatives to colonoscopy for CRC screening, it 
maintains a pivotal role in any screening program, because the reduction of incidence and 
mortality of CRC eventually depend on the removal of colorectal neoplastic lesions by endo-
scopic polypectomy.5-10 The effectiveness of colonoscopy in CRC prevention mostly depends 
on the quality of the examination (i.e., the accuracy in detection colorectal neoplasia) and 
on patient adherence to the procedure itself, which are both largely affected by bowel prepa-
ration.11 Thus, optimizing bowel preparation in terms of efficacy and acceptance plays a key 
role in increasing the effectiveness of colonoscopy in CRC prevention (FIGURE 1.1).

• Higher cecal intubation rate
• Higher adenoma detection rate
• Less missed neoplastic lesions

• Improved patient adherence 
to colonoscopy

• Shorter procedure times
• Less aborted examinations
• Correct surveillance intervals

Improved cost-effectiveness of CRC screening

Colonoscopy quality Patient experience Colonoscopy efficiency

Optimizing bowel preparation

FIGURE 1.1 Bowel preparation and the cost-effectiveness of colonoscopy in colorectal cancer (CRC) screening.
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Bowel preparation and diagnostic yield of colonoscopy
While colonoscopy is considered the “gold standard” for detection of CRC and its precur-
sors, the effectiveness of colonoscopy in CRC protection is suboptimal.12, 13 Post-colonoscopy 
interval cancers (namely, a cancer diagnosed before the recommended surveillance interval) 
occur, especially in the right colon, and they account for approximately 3.4-9% of all cases of 
CRC.14 There are several possible reasons that can explain the occurrence of interval cancers, 
including biological variation in tumor growth rates and incomplete polyp resection. How-
ever, most of them arise from neoplastic lesions that are missed during the examination.15-18 

A recent meta-analysis of 43 studies and more than 15,000 tandem colonoscopies reported 
a miss rate of 26% for adenomas, 9% for advanced adenomas, and 27% for serrated lesions. 
The miss rate is particularly high for proximal advanced adenomas (14%) and flat adenomas 
(34%).

Inadequate colon cleansing, which prevents a meticulous inspection of the mucosa, largely 
contributes to the risk of missing lesions. This has been elegantly demonstrated in a prospec-
tive, observational study evaluating the miss rates of adenomas according to the scores of 
bowel cleansing, evaluated through the Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS). The study 
included 438 male subjects undergoing two different colonoscopy examinations within 60 
days by a different blinded endoscopist. The proportion of miss rates of adenomas >5 mm in 
the first examination was comparable for segments with BBPS scores of 2 (good bowel prepa-
ration) versus those with BBPS scores of 3 (excellent bowel preparation). However, the miss 
rate of adenomas >5 mm in segments with BBPS scores of 1 (fair bowel preparation) was 
three times higher than in those with BBPS scores of 2 or 3, suggesting that the pursuit of 
higher levels of bowel prep is crucial to optimize adenoma detection.19 Another prospective 
study from the same group aimed at evaluating the detection rate of sessile serrated lesions 
(SSLs) according to different levels of bowel preparation quality, demonstrated a two-fold 
higher detection rate of right-sided SSLs in patients with BBPS scores of 3 than scores of 2. 
This study confirms the need for the highest levels of bowel prep to correctly identify flat 
lesions with neoplastic potential.20

Several studies have also demonstrated a strict association between the quality of colon 
cleansing and the adenoma detection rate (ADR, namely the number of patients found with 
at least one pre-cancerous adenomatous polyp divided by the overall number of patients un-
dergoing screening colonoscopy), which is widely accepted as the most robust quality metric 
of colonoscopy due to its strict association with the risk of post-colonoscopy interval cancer 
and CRC-related mortality.21, 22 Kaminski et al.23 further reinforced the importance of the 
ADR as a quality measure. They showed that the increased of ADR resulted in a 37% and 
49% reduced risk of incidence of interval CRC and cancer death, respectively.23 In a large 
observational Italian study including 75,569 screening subjects undergoing colonoscopy 
for positive fecal immunochemical test, inadequate bowel preparation reduced the ADR by 
35%.24 A recent meta-analysis, including 21 studies summarizing 247,277 colonoscopies re-
garding overall detection of colonic lesions and 10 studies summarizing 122,958 colonosco-
pies regarding advanced lesions, demonstrated that with inadequate bowel preparation, the 
chance of detecting early and advanced polyps drops by 44% and 23%, respectively. With 
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suboptimal preparation, detection of early lesions is reduced by 20%, and advanced lesions 
also tend to be detected less frequently.25 According to these data, optimizing colon cleansing 
is crucial to maximize the visualization of mucosal lesions and the ADR and, ultimately, the 
colonoscopy effectiveness in CRC prevention.

Bowel preparation and patient attitude toward colonoscopy
While screening has been demonstrated to reduce the incidence and mortality for CRC and 
screening programs have been implemented in various countries, the participation rate remains 
disappointingly low and compliance with colonoscopy referral is suboptimal.26 Several factors 
have been posited as responsible for the low adherence to CRC screening and poor colonoscopy 
compliance, including lack of physician recommendation, gaps in knowledge about screening, 
organizational problems, and obstacles arising from socioeconomic status.27-30 Among them, 
patient barriers to colonoscopy figure prominently. Many patients feel embarrassed to under-
go the procedure and have misconceptions about the procedure-related discomfort and risk, 
overestimating the likelihood of experiencing pain during the procedure and perceiving the 
procedure as too invasive. They are also reluctant to prepare for a colonoscopy, considering 
bowel preparation as the most burdensome aspect of the procedure, sometimes even worse than 
the examination itself. From a patient perspective, bowel preparation is undoubtedly a major 
reason why a significant proportion of the population avoids colonoscopy.31

The role of bowel preparation in the patients’ attitude toward colonoscopy has been re-
cently evaluated in a survey conducted in five European Union countries – France, Ger-
many, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom – among 2,500 subjects who had never had a 
colonoscopy (colonoscopy-naïve respondents) and 500 subjects who had had a colonoscopy 
in the last five years (colonoscopy-experienced respondents). Forty-seven percent of colonos-
copy-experienced respondents believed that the bowel preparation had been the “worst part” 
of the process, while only 26% of colonoscopy-naïve respondents expected it to be. These 
data confirm that bowel preparation really represents a negative experience for many patients 
who have undergone the procedure, but also indicate that colonoscopy-naïve respondents 
may be underestimating the discomfort of bowel preparation. A contributing factor to this 
underestimation may be that colonoscopy-naïve respondents tended to misjudge the volume 
of bowel preparation fluid needed. Indeed, among colonoscopy-naïve respondents, 67% 
thought that 1 L of bowel preparation fluid or less needed to be drunk whereas, historically, 
2 L or more of bowel preparation fluid has been required.32

The large volume of fluids to be taken within a short period of time, along with the un-
pleasant taste of the purgative solution, undoubtedly represents the most problematic aspect 
of bowel preparation. This is supported by several studies confirming that low-volume bowel 
preparations are better tolerated than high-volume ones.33, 34 This factor also explains why in 
the last decade, low-volume bowel cleansing agents have increasingly replaced high-volume 
bowel preparation in the marketplace, and why new-generation, very-low-volume preparations 
are likely to gain increasing acceptance in the near future (FIGURE 1.2). However, the burden of 
bowel preparation may also be associated with other factors not necessarily related to the cleans-
ing agent; these aspects may affect pre-procedural quality of life, such as dietary restrictions, im-
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PEG: polyethylene glycol; ELS: electolyte  lavage solution; OSP: oral sodium phosphate; OSS: oral sulfate solution  (trisulfate); 
MCS: mMagnesium citrate with sodium picosulfate.

portant adjustments in work or social schedule, and sleep disturbances.35 Thus, optimizing the 
tolerability of bowel preparation and, in turn, patient adherence to colonoscopy is a complex 
process in which the choice of the most appropriate cleansing agent, administration regimen 
(split- or single-dose regimens versus day-before regimen) and diet (low-fiber versus clear liquid 
diet) before colonoscopy play a key role, as highlighted in the subsequent chapters.

Bowel preparation and efficiency of colonoscopy
Inadequate bowel preparation has detrimental effects not only on the quality of colonoscopy, 
but also on its efficiency. It represents the most unfavorable predictor for aborted or incom-
plete examinations that need to be rescheduled,36-38 prolonged procedure time,39, 40 and short-
ened surveillance intervals.41, 42 Surveys have reported that in the setting of a poor prepara-
tion, endoscopists’ recommendations for follow-up evaluation vary and err on shorter return 
intervals. In one study, 65 board-certified gastroenterologists and 13 gastroenterology fellows 
were shown images of preparations of “excellent to intermediate quality.” With a “nearly 
perfect” preparation, a 10-year interval was generally recommended for a normal screening 
colonoscopy. However, recommendations were quite variable for the lower-quality prepara-
tions, ranging from more than 5 years to an immediate repeat procedure41. A survey of 116 
gastroenterologists preparing for board certification found that 83% would recommend fol-
low-up evaluation in 3 years or less for 1-2 small adenomas and a suboptimal preparation.42

All the above-mentioned factors increase health care costs and reduce the efficiency of colo-
noscopy. Cost analysis has indicated that imperfect bowel preparation resulted in a 12% and 
22% increase in costs of colonoscopy at university and public hospitals, respectively.43 Based 
on these considerations, optimizing bowel preparation is crucial for reducing colonoscopy 
costs in clinical practice and improving its cost effectiveness for CRC screening.44

Diet
Stimulant laxative
Enemas
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FIGURE 1.2 The history of colon cleansing agents.
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Assessing the adequacy of 
bowel preparation: the bowel 
preparation quality scales2

Adequate bowel preparation is essential to ensure sufficient visualization of the colonic mu-
cosa and to optimize lesion detection. However, in up to 25% of colonoscopies, preparation 
may be inadequate,1, 2 and this is correlated with lower detection of polyps and adenomas.3 
Practical guidelines recommend that at least 85-90% of screening colonoscopies should be 
rated as having “adequate” or better bowel cleansing and that bowel preparation quality 
should be documented at the time of the examination.4, 5 Adequate preparation carries the 
important implication that the recommended interval before the next colonoscopy will be 
consistent with guidelines. On the other hand, poor bowel preparation prolongs the cecal 
intubation time and withdrawal time, reduces polyp detection, and implies that the colonos-
copy is repeated at shorter interval than what is usually recommended.5

As terms such as “adequate”, “inadequate”, “poor”, “good”, or “excellent” are subjective and 
do not have standardized definitions in clinical practice, several scales to assess more formally 
bowel cleanliness have been published over the past years (TABLE 2.I). Essential attributes of a 
bowel preparation quality scale include reliability and validity. Reliability refers to the degree 
to which an instrument yields reproducible results for the same investigator (intra-rater relia-
bility) or among different investigators (inter-rater reliability). Validity indicates how well the 
scale is able to measure what it is designed to assess; it may be evaluated by comparison with 
the results of other established and accepted scales used for the same purpose in the same test 
population.6 However, only a few of the existing bowel preparation scales have been formally 
validated to guide clinical management, and data on direct head-to-head comparisons of the 
performance and simplicity of the different scales are scant.7

Bowel Preparation Scales
Aronchick Scale
In 1999, the Aronchick Scale (AS) was the first bowel preparation quality scale to be evaluat-
ed for reliability.8 This scale characterizes the percentage of the total colonic mucosal surface 
covered by fluid or stool and is performed before washing or suctioning (TABLE 2.I). Although 
the AS was a significant step forward to a standardized approach, it has some limitations. 
First, it requires the user to make quantitative assessments of the percentage of visible bowel 
mucosa, an approach that may lack of interobserver reliability. Second, the cleansing score 
is based on a global assessment of the entire colon, without scoring individual segments.8 
Athough some studies have demonstrated that  inter-rater reliability is high for the cecum 
and the total colon, but low for the distal colon and the ascending colon segments.8

Alida Andrealli
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 TABLE 2.I  Different bowel preparation quality scales, modified from Kastenberg et al.3

Bowel preparation 
scale Score Description Characteristics

aronchick Scale

1 (excellent) Small volume of liquid; >95% of mucosa seen

Before washing/suctioning
Global colon rating
No cut-off (adeqaute/
inadequate)

2 (good) Clear fluid covering 5-25% of mucosa, >90% 
of mucosa seen

3 (fair) Not removable semisolid stool, >90% of 
mucosa seen

4 (poor) Not removable semisolid stool, <90% of 
mucosa seen

5 (inadequate) Repetition needed

Ottawa Bowel  
Preparation Scale

0 (excellent) Mucosal clearly visible, with no stool and no 
fluid/fluid clear Before washing/suctioning

Rating by colon segment
No cut-off (adequate/ 
inadequate) 
Total score: adding score 
for each segments and  
fluid score (0-2) for the 
whole colon

1 (good) Some turbid fluid/stool, mucosa visible without 
suctioning/washing

2 (fair) Some turbid fluid/stool, mucosa visible with 
suctioning/washing

3 (poor) Stool obscuring mucosa, reasonable view with 
suctioning/washing

4 (inadequate) Stool obscuring mucosa

Ottawa Bowel Preparation 
Scale (total colon fluid)

0 Small amount of fluid
Before washing/suctioning
Global colon rating1 Moderate amount of fluid

2 Large amount of fluid

Boston Bowel  
Preparation Scale

0 (inadequate) Solid stool, mucosa not visible After washing/suctioning
Segments separately rated
Total score: adding scores 
for each segments
Optimal cut-off ≥6 
globally and ≥2 per 
segment

1 (poor) Part of mucosa seen, but other areas not well 
seen because of not washable stool

2 (good) Minor amount of residue, mucosa well seen

3 (excellent) Entire mucosa well seen

Harefield Cleansing Scale

0 Irremovable stools

After washing/suctioning
Segments separately rated
Total score: adding scores 
for each segments

1 Semisolid, partially removable stools

2 Semi-solid/liquid fully removable stools

3 Clear liquid

4 Colon empty and clean

Chicago Bowel 
Preparation Scale

0 Irremovable stools (>15% of mucosa not seen) Before and after washing/
suctioning
Segments separately rated
Total score: adding scores 
for each segments
No cut-off (adeqaute/
inadequate)

5 Part of mucosa seen after cleaning (up to 15% 
not seen)

10 Minor residue after cleaning (mucosa well seen)

11 Entire mucosa well seen after washing

12 Entire mucosa well seen before washing

Chicago Bowel 
Preparation Scale (total 
colon fluid)

0 Little fluid (<50 mL) Before washing/suctioning
No cut-off (adeqaute/
inadequate)
Not incorporated into 
total score

1 Minimal fluid (51-150 mL)

2 Moderate fluid (151-300 mL)

3 Large amount (>300 mL)
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